Hotels with negotiated rates
-

Holiday Inn Vilnius (4 stars) – venue
Šseimyniškių str. 1
Vilnius, LT-09312
Website
From 10 March 2017: single room, EUR 95, double room EUR 107

-

Radisson BLU Hotel Lietuva
Konstitucijos ave. 20
Vilnius, LT-09308
Website
Rooms from EUR 82.80

-

Best Western Vilnius
Konstitucijos ave. 14
Vilnius, LT-09308
Website
Single room: EUR 99, double room EUR 110, suite: EUR 138

Climate
The climate of Lithuania can be described as European continental, influenced by the nearby Baltic Sea,
with warm, dry summers and fairly severe winters.
At the end of April, one can expect temperatures from 5° C at night to 18° C during the peak of the day,
with possible showers. At the end of April, daytime lasts for 15 hours, with up to 10 hours of sunshine.
During this period, mid-season clothing recommended.
The warmest months in Lithuania are July and August.
Language
The national language is Lithuanian, but most of the population in Vilnius speak English and some of them
German, French and/or Russian.
Currency
The official currency in Lithuania is the Euro (EUR). All stores, bars, restaurants and shops accept major
credit cards.
Electricity
Electricity in Lithuania is 230V/50Hz. Sockets are of type C (commonly used in Europe, South America and
Asia):

Shopping/banking hours
Banking hours are 0900h-1600h, with shops opening 0800h-1700h and large shopping centres 1000h2000h.
ATMs
There are ATMs at the airport and in the city. They are accessible 24/7 and are safe to use.
About Vilnius
Vilnius is the capital of Lithuania and its largest city, with a population of around 600 000. It is located in
the southeast part of Lithuania and is the second largest city in the Baltic States. Vilnius is the seat of the
main government institutions of Lithuania and is known for the architecture in its Old Town, which was
declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1994. In 2009, Vilnius was the European Capital of Culture,
together with the Austrian city of Linz.
The Old Town is one of the largest surviving medieval old towns in Northern Europe. It encompasses
74 quarters, with 70 streets and lanes, 1 487 buildings and a total floor area of 1 497 000 square metres.
The oldest part of the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius, it has developed over the course of many centuries, and
has been shaped by the city’s history and a constantly changing cultural influence. It is a place where some
of Europe’s greatest architectural styles – gothic, renaissance, baroque and neoclassical – stand side by side
and complement each other.
Pilies Street is the Old Town’s main artery and the hub of café and street market life. The main street of
Vilnius, Gediminas Avenue, is partially located in the Old Town. The central squares in the Old Town are
the Cathedral Square and the Town Hall Square.
More useful information about Vilnius may be found at http://www.vilnius-tourism.lt/en/.
Public transport
Information on public transport in Vilnius is available at http://www.vilniustransport.lt/en/.
You may find the following applications useful:
Trafi – allows you to plan your trips on the public transportation system, plus gives you the real time
info on the public transportation (based on GPS technology and state-of-the-art algorythms). Trafi is the
world’s most accurate and advanced public transport app.
eTaksi – #1 taxi app in Lithuania. Currently available in TOP5 cities: Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Šiauliai,
Panevėžys. Use e.Taksi app to find a taxi, it is totally free.
CityBee – is a one-way car sharing service, allowing members to pick up a vehicle at one location in
the city and drop it off at other destination. Just reserve a car at the most convenient stops and drive. No
need to worry about gas, insurance and car maintenance, everything is included with the cost of
reservation.
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